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Details of Visit:

Author: woodscrew55
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 13 Oct 2017 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual place near Bletchley. Adequate for the job

The Lady:

Well where do I start? Dominique is a about 25ish, a mixed race lady. 5'6" with curves in all the right
places, an ass to die for and facially beautiful. She told me that she used to work in Sandy's in
Manchester as she is a northern lass. Her face lights up with her beaming smile. She has D cup
natural breasts (a nice handful) and when she stood in front of me I just had to take a deep breath
and soak it all in. She is most definitely my kind of Woman. Fantastic eyes too, especially when they
look up at you with her mouth otherwise engaged. 

The Story:

I wasn't sure whether to take a punt at all today, but in the end my cock took over my brain and told
me I needed refreshing. I looked at Annabellas, I looked at the Adultwork site and then I looked at
MKE. originally I thought that I would go for Gabriella, tried and tested a beautiful girl and bound to
provide a good service. But then I caught a glimpse of Dominique's photo's and I felt a bit of stirring
in the never regions. I looked at the limited photo's and the last one really made me think. I really
liked her stature and frame and thought if her face could match up then Bingo!. Of course it was her
first day and I have made a rule that I don't do first days anymore because I have always come
away a little disappointed. Her details were limited so I called on the phone as the twitter page link
is suspended and asked for the new link. (Please sort this out on the attachment) Anyway I was told
she was an A to Z. Not the AA road map but all services. This turned out to be wrong but because I
enjoyed her company so much I didn't really care. I still don't know the full extent of what is
available but what I received was first class. I was met at the door by the really pleasant made who
recognised me, offered me a drink and gave the room a refresh prior to my entry. Very professional
and nice too. I waited a short while and then Dominique brought my orange juice to the room at the
top of the house and stood in front of me looking stunning. She was stood there in pink matching
bra and knickers. She invited me to lay on the bed and asked with or without? Always without for
me. It was good and I was enjoying it. I asked Dominique for 69 and unfortunately that's when I
found out A to Z wasn't quite right. She doesn't do 69. She does enjoy oral on her but not at the
same time as providing. So I lay back and enjoyed my treatment and then swapped places and
ventured below. Very Nice! I could easily have stayed down there all day and Dominique was
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making the right noises that I believe was appreciation. Eventually when I came up for air the
condom was applied and we started off in missionary. It too felt good. Comfortable. I took the weight
on my hands and shoulders and looked down on this beautiful girl that I, a mature overweight bloke,
but still with my own hair was enjoying to the max. After a while we changed to Doggie and what a
treat. Dominique knows how to use that ass and it was pure joy as she moved it up and down my
cock in an incredible shaking movement that I have only experienced with Carabeen ladies. It was
sensational kneeling there having Dominique work her ass for me. I'm an old geezer and condoms
stop me from cumming so eventually I had to give up but I did have a real feeling of contentment.
Condom Off and I stood up so that Dominique could kneel and continue with her beautiful mouth. It
was good, Just as I was thinking, "I wonder if She does CIM" Dominique said you can come on my
tits or my ass. So no need to ask then! I opted for her beautiful natural breasts and as the time
arrived I let her know so that she didn't get a nasty surprise. I definitely didn't want to upset her as I
want to see her again. Dominique milked me dry. She cleaned herself up and gave me some wet
wipes too. We then stood and cuddled just in front of the mirror so that I could feel her beautiful
body against mine at the same time as enjoying a wonderful rear view in the mirror. I told
Dominique that she reminded me of a beer that used to be advertised many years ago. "It looks
good, it tastes good and by god it does you good". As you have probably gathered, I'm glad I broke
my self imposed rule, as Dominique definitely ticks all my boxes. She was good to talk to as well.
She is considering making MK a regular thing, perhaps on a Friday. If she does Then in the good
old words of Arnie, I'LL BE BACK!
Thank you Dominique for a truly wonderful experience. 
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